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Gain learnings and attain everything, all goes for you whether to be an ideal and inspiration or not to be the best who are worthy. In terms of the educational level and faculty they will oversee, educational administrators have a range of choices. Depending on the role and institution of jobs, certain duties and skills may differ. Those people inside the offices that do arrangements for synchronous progression of education in the Philippines, they are in the school administration that received less recognition.

Have heard, youth are our nation's hope. When time goes on, as the climate changes and technology arises, youth grows. Some counted bunches of numbers, some produced explosion booms they had flourishingly invented, and others witnessed, analyzed, and composed words from fact. Rational situation thus, Department of Education (DepEd) keeps on making new memorandum for schools, students and teachers that prompted youth to have a bright future. Youth developed wisdom, skill, and attitude from the mentor called Ma'am/Sir. Protégé gained the knowledge to produce a faultless future for the next generation. Attainment of education will be notoriously snail-like without teachers of our nation. However, above-mentioned were all behind the people working severely with overload papers on their table. There is no protégé without mentor. But, there is no education triumph without the school administration.

Lack of recognition to people striving passionately for the sake of smooth transition and great adaptation in school community such as: (1) School administrator enables educators to concentrate on teaching, administrators ensure that data is entered
in a timely manner, delivered in an easy-to-use way to teachers and incorporated into one successful plan with different datasets. This enables teachers to concentrate on their lessons and prioritize the achievement of students, instead of being connected to the administrative load needed to access such essential knowledge. (2) Administration states actions, strong data supports the school leadership team's vision and decision-making. An efficient administration department is capable of collecting and analyzing key data to inform the strategic decision of a school about the provision of education.

We've been eyeing for frontier whom is conspicuous, we forgot the recognition for the people behind, the people accompanying teachers and students. School administrators deserve the clap of triumph for putting sturdy foundation in our education system.
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